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Why we have been doing this review

• Work has been underway since late 2012.

• Known challenges were summarized, and then developed 
further from stakeholder consultation sessions in July 
2013. An Input Summary was developed and used 
extensively throughout this process.

• Draft versions of the guidelines have been shared with 
stakeholders periodically, with additional feedback 
received.







Three focus areas 
• Traffic Control - now ‘Pilot Car Load Movement’

• Pilot Car Operator Guidelines

• Recommendations for Regulation Changes
• Equipment
• Proximity
• Vehicle type/characteristics

The traffic control and pilot car operator guidelines together 
form the Pilot Car Load Movement Guidelines. 
Recommendations for regulation changes are coming.



Customized plans for very large loads
• Very large and/or very heavy loads have customized 

transportation management plans. 
• The guidelines we are building will not replace those 

plans, but we hope they’ll simplify the planning.



Permits are contracts with carriers
• All loads over 2.6 m wide, 4.15 m high or the legal length 

as specified by vehicle type require permits

• It’s up to the carrier who holds the permit to hire pilot cars 
and drivers who are competent and appropriately trained.

• A new provision allows that pilot cars using height poles to 
escort a permitted overheight load will be deemed to be 
covered by the permit for the load.

• In BC, we do not currently address pilot car operator 
duties in regulation, which is different from the model in 
Washington state.



Permit condition changes
• Permit conditions related to pilot car operation in BC will 

change Feb 15, 2017 in two ways: 

1. We will continue to require that traffic control where necessary 
must be done by a certified traffic control person, but will add a 
requirement that pilot car operation be done according to the Pilot 
Car Load Movement Guidelines. 

2. We will require that out of province pilot car operators who engage 
in traffic control as part of their escort duties must either be certified 
in BC or be able to show proof of government-approved flagging 
training from their home jurisdiction. 



Pilot Cars, Pilot Car Operators, and 
Traffic Control Persons

• Pilot Car: Just the vehicle, equipped with sign and lights 
as per Division 8, Commercial Transport Regulations

• Pilot Car Operator: The driver of the pilot car, when it is 
functioning as a mobile warning device, and importantly, a 
communication aid for the load driver. May be certified as 
a traffic control person.

• Traffic Control Person: As soon as the driver of the pilot 
car takes steps to slow, stop or direct the movement of 
other traffic, they must be certified for traffic control.



Current legal foundations
• Pilot Cars – Division 8, Commercial Transport Regulations

• Pilot Car Operators – unregulated, but carriers will be 
required by their permit conditions to ensure the 
guidelines are followed

• Traffic Control Persons 
• Regulated through Part 18, Occupational Health and Safety 

Regulation
• 18.3: “Traffic control equipment, arrangements and procedures 

must meet the requirements of the latest edition of the Traffic 
Control Manual for Work on Roadways (the "Traffic Control 
Manual") issued by the Ministry of Transportation, unless otherwise 
specified by this Regulation.”



The Pilot Car Load Movement Guidelines

• Based on working systems in other jurisdictions 
• Adapted for BC to fit our regulatory structure and 
feedback

• Forms Appendix G of the Traffic Management 
Manual for Work on Roadways

Pilot Car Load Movement Guidelines



Some features
• General information and background for decisions such 

as whether to be inside or outside the vehicle for traffic 
control

• Planning and emergency management
• Optional equipment
• Communication
• Specific manoeuvres



Future training delivery and oversight
• With enough interest and buy-in from industry, may evolve 

into mandatory certification eventually

• We are open to lots of possible delivery channels

• Third party training 
delivery

• Curriculum/certification 
oversight role



Triggers and travel times to be reviewed
• For pilot cars, we use a table of length and width:

• For traffic control:
• Some is required by permit, but often it is needed for conditions 

encountered on the road.
• On larger load moves, known locations are often specified in the 

permit, sometimes with methods spelled out.



Upcoming regulation changes
• Vehicle type – set some performance requirements 

around stability and visibility

• Lights and signs – modernize requirements to allow the 
use of newer lighting technologies

• Proximity – move away from ‘100 m to 500 m’ to a 
requirement to maintain a distance that is reasonable and 
prudent, and also to allow more temporary position 
changes as road conditions require.



Other stakeholders
In addition to MoT, police forces and other provincial government 
bodies, there are many other stakeholders for input, education or 
both:
• Pilot car industry, and associations
• Trucking industry, and associations
• Other road users
• WorksafeBC
• Municipalities
• Translink
• Neighbouring governments, especially Alberta, Saskatchewan, 

Manitoba, Washington
• Public Works Canada and Parks Canada



Discussion


